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This Safety Brief is intended for principals to present to their employees at staff          
meetings.  Please read the scenario, questions and closing comments below out loud,  
allowing employees an opportunity to provide input along the way.   

 

TOPIC: FLOOR HAZARDS 
 

SCENARIO: 
Mr. O’Neil was approaching a student to assist with a math problem 
when he caught his left foot on the projector cord running from the front of the       
classroom to the equipment island in the middle of the classroom.  The entangled foot 
resulted in a fall to the ground and a severe right shoulder tear.  One year later,           
Mr. O’Neil still has shoulder discomfort and cannot lift his arm above shoulder height. 
 
1. What contributing factors may have led to this incident? 

 Projector cord 
 Placement of projector cord 

 
2. What could have been done to correct or prevent this incident? 

 Electrical outlets installed in middle of classroom (floor or ceiling) 
 Rubber cord covers 
 Annual classroom inspection (may result in floor cord removal/relocation)  

 
3. What are the procedures for reporting this incident? 

 Report the incident to your supervisor 
 Contact Company Nurse (ideally with your supervisor) 
 Follow care advice from nurse 
 Supervisor completes Accident Investigation Form; sends to Claims Coordinator 

 
4. Are there any other housekeeping concerns anyone would like to address? 
 

CLOSING COMMENTS: 
Take some time to assess carpets, rugs and mats to assure there are no rolls or curled 
edges.  Some carpets may need to be stretched to get rid of bunches and wrinkles.  
Route cords so they are not crossing walkways, whenever possible.  If that’s not possi-
ble, cover cords with a cord-cover (or heavy-duty tape as a temporary fix).  Tie up 
cords that might be a trip hazard.  Place hanging cords in a cord harness or zip tie and 
secure to the desk.  Also, avoid setting up computers with their backs facing a walk-
way.  Lastly, close all cabinet drawers when you are done with them to avoid a fall and 
report all hazards you cannot remedy yourself. 

Did You Know? 
 
During the 2015-16 
school year, employee 
injuries  resulting from 
slipping, tripping and/or 
falling accounted for 23% 
of all reported incidents 
and 31% of estimated 
claim costs among our 19           
workers’ compensation 
member districts.   

The top contributing       
factors were: 

 Outdoor surfaces 

 Liquid/oil/food on 
the floor 

 Stairs/steps 

 Chairs 

 Boxes/barrels/
supplies 

 
Most slip, trip and fall        
injuries are preventable!! 


